**SPECIAL FEATURE** **ROOMS**
If you select one of these rooms and do not need the additional features, you may be asked to move to accommodate a resident who uses these features.

**Deaf and Hard of Hearing Accommodations** *(strobe fire alarm system)*
110 Chamberlin  110 Conover  110 Gilman  110 Turner
110 Swenson  112 Jones  112 Showerman  112 Mack

**Rooms with Accessibility Accommodations**
101 Conover  102 Conover  103 Conover
101 Chamberlin 103 Conover 112 Conover
105 Showerman  106 Showerman  107 Showerman
108 Showerman  109 Showerman  110 Showerman

**SINGLE SEX FLOORS**
The entire floor is the same sex.

**STUDENT STAFF ROOMS**
109 Chamberlin  109 Conover  109 Gilman  113 Jones
113 Mack  113 Showerman  113 Swenson  109 Turner
309 Chamberlin  309 Conover  309 Gilman  309 Jones
309 Mack  309 Showerman  309 Swenson  309 Turner

**DOUBLE ROOMS**
All rooms.

**CORNER ROOMS** *(rooms ending in)*
-01  -07  -08  -14

**LAUNDRY ROOMS**
Laundry facilities are located in the lower levels of Conover and Showerman Houses.